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PRESIDENT
1. Ms J Hermans (ANC) to ask the President of the Republic:
With reference to the poor performance of the South African economy, the continuing
job losses driving unemployment to an 11-year high, the serious challenges facing
critical state-owned enterprises, and in light of the fact that the most recent government
interventions such as the removal of barriers to entry-level Government positions, the
stimulus package and Presidential Jobs Summit do not seem to have an impact, what are
the Government’s plans to (a) effectively address the challenge of slow economic growth
and (b) deal with rising unemployment rate?
NO1423E
2. The Leader of the Opposition (DA) to ask the President of the Republic:
Whether he intends to institute a full-scale, independent inquiry, headed by a retired
judge to be selected by the Chief Justice, to further investigate all allegations of state
capture that involve Bosasa, now known as African Global Operations, following the
revelations made in the Judicial Commission of Inquiry into Allegations of State
Capture, Corruption and Fraud in the Public Sector and the findings of the Public
Protector in her report titled Report on an Investigation into Allegations of a Violation
of the Executive Ethics Code through an Improper Relationship between the President
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and African Global Operations, formerly known as Bosasa, Report 37 of 2019-20?
NO1419E

3. Mr J S Malema (EFF) to ask the President of the Republic:
With reference to his reply to question 4 on 20 February 2019, wherein he stated that he
was not involved in fundraising for his campaign to become president of his political
organisation, known as the CR17 campaign, but only met with potential funders at
dinners organised by those leading the campaign, what are the details of (a) the persons
in the Office of the President and the Cabinet who were involved in fundraising for his
campaign and (b) the potential funders whom he met at each specified dinner as per his
reply?
NO1417E
4. Mr S M Dhlomo (ANC) to ask the President of the Republic:
With regard to the signing of the first-ever Presidential Health Compact that binds
different stakeholders to overcoming the challenges in the public health care system and
to give practical expression to section 27 of the Bill of Rights, which affirms the right of
everyone to have access to health care services, including reproductive health care, what
(a) has he found to be the state of readiness of the country to implement the National
Health Insurance and (b) will be the benefits of National Health Insurance as the country
develops the national health care system for the future?
NO1422E
5. Mr M Hlengwa (IFP) to ask the President of the Republic:
Whether he intends to implement the recommendations of the Presidential Advisory
Panel on Land Reform and Agriculture; if not, why not; if so, what are the relevant
details?
NO1418E
6. Dr C P Mulder (FF Plus) to ask the President of the Republic:
With reference to section 83(c) of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996,
which requires that he promotes the unity of the nation and that which will advance the
Republic, how does he envisage (a) fulfilling this constitutional obligation as Head of
State and (b) stopping the current alienation of minorities in the Republic? NO1416E
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